**Groups Diversifying the Outdoors Detailed Information**

**Beyond Boundaries** - Beyond Boundaries is a non-profit based in Richmond, Virginia specializing in guiding participants with disabilities, veterans, at risk youth, and recovery programs on outdoor adventures. IG: beyondboundariesva Website: https://www.beyondboundariesrva.org/

**Black Folks Camp Too** - At the heart of Black Folks Camp Too is the belief that once black folks become more active campers and begin enjoying the outdoor lifestyle - this will help break down barriers to create more inclusive communities and stronger relationships overall. IG: blackfolkscamptoo Website: https://www.blackfolkscamptoo.com/

**Team River Runner** - To provide all veterans and their families an opportunity to find health, healing, community purpose, and new challenges through adventure and adaptive paddle sports! IG: teamriverrunner Website: https://www.teamriverrunner.org/

**Indigenous Women Hike** - Indigenous Women Hike aims to regenerate the relationship between the land and its original people, while consequently decolonizing the history of Indigenous territories. IG: indigenouswomenhike

**Diversify Whitewater** - Diversify Whitewater’s aim is to introduce more BIPOC to whitewater kayaking and rafting. IG: diversify_whitewater

**Hispanic Access Foundation** - HAF connects Latinos and others with partners and opportunities to improve lives and create an equitable society. One day, every Latino individual in America will enjoy good physical health and a healthy natural environment, a high-quality education, economic success and civic engagement in his or her community with the sum of improving the future of America. IG: hispanicaccess Website: https://www.hispanicaccess.org/

**Brothers of Climbing** - BOC’s mission is to increase diversity in rock climbing and the outdoors by creating more opportunities for inclusion and representation.

**Intersectional Environmentalist** - Intersectional environmentalism, a term largely inspired by Professor Kimberlé Crenshaw and her work with critical race theory, is an inclusive form of environmentalism that advocates for the protection of all people + the planet. IG: intersectionalenvironmentalist Website: https://www.intersectionalenvironmentalist.com/

**Amigos de los Rios** - To create an “Emerald Necklace” natural infrastructure network of green spaces (parks and trails) in underserved areas throughout the Los Angeles Basin, connecting the Mountains to the Sea and protecting urban communities from the threats of climate change. IG: amigosrios Website: https://amigosdelosrios.org/

**Latinx Hikers** - Latinxhikers is a grassroots initiative dedicated to breaking down barriers in the outdoor industry by creating access and representation that allows our community to establish connections with nature just as our ancestors once had. IG: latinxhikers Website: https://www.latinxhikers.com/

**Queer Nature** - Our program envisions and implements ecological awareness and place-based skills as vital and often overlooked parts of the healing and wholing of populations who have been marginalized and even represented as 'unnatural.' Our curriculums necessarily go beyond recreation in nature to
deep and creative engagement with the natural world to build inter-species alliances and an enduring sense of belonging. IG: queernature Website: https://www.queernature.org/

**Queer Trail Service** - Building inclusive community, sharing resources to dismantle systemic barriers to, & working towards increasing diversity within trail work. IG: queertrailservice

**Brown Girls Climb** - Brown Girls Climb is a small Women of Color owned and operated company with the mission to promote and increase visibility of diversity in climbing by establishing a community of climbers of color, encouraging leadership opportunities for self-identified women climbers of color, and by creating inclusive opportunities to climb and explore for underrepresented communities. IG: browngirlsclimb Website: https://www.browngirlsclimb.com/

**Latino Outdoors** - We inspire, connect, and engage Latino communities in the outdoors and embrace cultura y familia as part of the outdoor narrative, ensuring our history, heritage, and leadership are valued and represented. IG: latinooutdoors Website: https://latinooutdoors.org/

**Sisters on the Fly** - Offering empowerment and sisterhood through exceptional outdoor adventures. IG: sistersonthefly Website: https://www.sistersonthefly.com

**Unlikely Hikers** - Unlikely Hikers is a diverse, anti-racist, body-liberating outdoor community featuring the underrepresented outdoorsperson. We’re an Instagram community, a nationwide hiking group and a podcast! IG: unlikelyhikers

**Outdoor Asian** - Outdoor Asian is of a different nature. Our vision is to create a diverse and inclusive community of Asian and Pacific Islanders in the outdoors. IG: outdoorasian Website: https://www.outdoorasian.com/

**Greening Youth Foundation** - The Greening Youth Foundation’s (GYF) mission is to engage underrepresented youth and young adults, while connecting them to the outdoors and careers in conservation. IG: greeningyouth Website: https://gyfoundation.org/

**Melanin Basecamp** – We are People of Color in the outdoors. IG: melaninbasecamp Website: https://www.melaninbasecamp.com/

**Nature for All** - Nature for All has been working to protect the public lands and green, open spaces around Los Angeles and connect Angelenos to nature since 2008, when we formed as the San Gabriel Mountains Forever coalition. Since then, we have expanded our mission to conserve resources and be more climate-resilient; create more natural spaces such as parks and bike paths in our historically underserved neighborhoods; and connect people and public lands through more trails and other outdoor recreational opportunities, to improve public health. IG: lanatureforall Website: https://lanatureforall.org/

**MANO Project** - The core purpose for the MANO Project (My Access to Network Opportunities) is to connect, build and develop thoughtful Latino leaders who share a passion for serving and strengthening their communities. We want to help build leadership capacity among Latino communities and the nation as a whole. Website: https://www.manoproject.org

**Boy Scouts of America** - The Boy Scouts of America promotes a culture where each youth, volunteer, and employee feels a sense of belonging and builds communities where every person feels respected
and valued. Leading by example and encouraging each other to live by the values expressed by the Scout Oath and Scout Law, we welcome families of all backgrounds to help prepare young people to serve as successful members and leaders of our nation’s increasingly diverse communities. IG: boycoutsofamerica Website: https://www.scouting.org/

**Girl Scouts** - Girl Scouting builds girls of courage, confidence, and character, who make the world a better place. IG: girlscouts Website: https://www.girlscouts.org/

**LGBT Outdoors** - To encourage and enable members of the LGBTQ+ community to get outdoors and connect with nature and the world around them while breaking down stereotypes towards LGBTQ+ people. IG: lgbtoutdoors Website: https://www.lgbtoutdoors.com/

**Hike It Baby** - Hike it Baby creates opportunities and removes barriers to access so families with babies and young children can take their first steps outside. We believe all families have the right to connect with nature, benefit from spending time outdoors, and be inspired to a lifelong love of nature. IG: hikeitbaby Website: https://hikeitbaby.com/

**Flash Foxy** – Flash Foxy began as an online platform in 2014 to celebrate women climbing with women and to be a place where women could come to feel inspired by and connected to each other. In 2016 we held the inaugural Women’s Climbing Festival and now continue to bring women climbers together through a variety of events across the country. IG: heyflashfoxy Website: https://www.flashfoxy.com

**Outdoor Afro** – Outdoor Afro has become the nation’s leading, cutting edge network that celebrates and inspires Black connections and leadership in nature. IG: outdoorafro Website: outdoorafro.com

**GirlTrek** – Pioneer a health movement for African-American women and girls grounded in civil rights history and principles through walking campaigns, community leadership, and health advocacy. IG: girltrek Website: https://www.girltrek.org

**CorpsTHAT** - CorpsTHAT’s mission is to connect the Deaf Community and the outdoors through education, recreation and careers. IG: corpsthat Website: https://www.corpsthat.org

**Climbing in Color** – Our mission is to elevate the voices of climbers of color and build a community of camaraderie and support. We are based in Tucson, AZ, but our expansive POC (People of Color) climbing community extends well beyond this region. IG: climbingincolor Website: https://www.climbingincolor.org

**KWEEN WERK** - Parker (she/her) aka KWEEN WERK is an outspoken social media diva that focuses on environmental justice and social justice issues. Parker has a particular passion for equity and inclusion in conservation and outdoor recreation. IG: kweenwerk Website: https://www.kweenwerk.com

**She Jumps** - We serve girls ages 6 and up, women 18 & older who either have never participated in outdoor activities or are active members of the outdoor community looking to give back and share their passion. SheJumps is an inclusive organization. We welcome all women and girls (transgender and cisgender) as well as non-binary people who identify with the women’s community. SheJumps strives to be an ally in the fight against racism and acknowledges that our events and programs take place on traditional, unceded Indigenous lands. IG: shejumps Website: https://www.shejumps.org
**Here Montana** – An outdoor recreation group for the BIPOC (Black, Indigenous, People of Color) Community. We work to increase access to the outdoors by creating a community centered on education, confidence, identity, and getting outside! **IG:** here_montana

**Pattie Gonia** - Pattie’s mission is to promote inclusion and celebrate diversity in the outdoors. **IG:** pattiegonia

**Black Forager** – Black foraging and enviro sci enthusiast. **IG:** blackforager